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Purpose and scope of this document
This document reports on the proposed design, plans and maintenance1 of a small Community
Orchard in Liphook, and the process and results of a community engagement exercise undertaken
by COPSE on behalf of the Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council in August and September 2021.
Furthermore, based on predominantly positive feedback, it sets out considerations for the
community orchard project development.

Background
The Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council area is blessed with several wide, open recreation spaces
which have been a particular boon to local residents during the pandemic. Bramshott and Liphook
Parish Council proposed to provide its residents with a quieter, contemplative and fruitful space in
the form of a Community Orchard on an area of parish-owned land at Fletchers Field. They
appointed Community Orchard Project South East (COPSE www.copseorchardproject.org) to
explore this idea in more detail and gather residents’ thoughts and ideas about how they might use
this very special space.
With support from local residents, groups and organisations the hope is that it will grow into a
community space for both humans and wildlife to cherish and enjoy for many years to come. There
are many ways in which a Community Orchard can be used, and can provide benefit. The COPSE
website and Blog (www.copseorchardproject.org) has examples of both previous and current
projects and further information.

Summary of findings
Proposed Community Orchard Design Brief
The proposed Fletchers Field Community Orchard design1 was agreed with Bramshott and Liphook
Parish Council Working Group during a meeting on 6th August 2021. The Working Group were keen
to include local, heritage fruit trees2, that were raised in Hampshire and to manage the under-story
of the orchard space as a wildflower meadow. It was agreed that the trees should not be too large
once mature, but they needed to be large enough to thrive within a wildflower meadow, with semidwarfing trees (such as MM108 apple trees). A variety of species (Apples, Plums and Medlar) were
chosen to provide a variety of fruit, with trees at least 5m from public paths to minimise fruit falling
on paths and a series of paths have been designed to allow local residents to enjoy the orchard.
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The Bramshott Rectory Apple
Initial research by COPSE revealed that Liphook has its very own variety of Heritage apple3,
discovered just over 200m away from the proposed site at Fletchers Field in the garden of what is
now called Hailie (6 Liphook Road)4, but which was in 1938 called the Bramshott Rectory when
Canon Berrisford was in residence and the apple was presented to the National Fruit Collection.
Please see the 2021 Story of the Bramshott Rectory Apple for a fuller account.5
Public engagement
Following an engagement process spanning the months of August and September 2021 with
community groups and the public, using mixed methods (QR link publicity posters,6 face-to-face
event pop-up7, phone, emails,8 and social media9), it is assessed that there is strong community
support for the project and the location.
Environmental evaluation
A soil evaluation found that the site was suitable10 and the current amenity grassland would be
enhanced by a small orchard, and that an orchard at this site would increase biodiversity and casual
recreation space for the residents of Liphook, particularly if the space were managed as a
wildflower meadow and wildlife-friendly features are retained, such as the tree stump.
Considerations for the community orchard
Respondents thought the orchard could be a place for children’s educational activities, and for
young people and adults to learn about orchards and the natural environment, a place for
reflection, a place to meet friends/like-minded people to socialise and to tend trees and plants, and
a focal point to encourage more people to plant fruit trees in their gardens and share their
horticultural and culinary skills and knowledge.
It is possible that the need for a variety of outdoor spaces where people are comfortable meeting
will continue to be attractive even as the Coronavirus pandemic is brought under control
In conclusion, engagement activity results indicate that a Liphook Community Orchard at the
proposed site would be a feasible, welcomed and valued asset for the local community.
AUTHORS
Claire Matthes, BA (Hons) DipHE EYTS
Project Coordinator
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Gareth Matthes, BSc MSc MCIEEM
Biodiversity Officer

Search NFC (nationalfruitcollection.org.uk)
Hailie (Fairfax House, Bramshott Rectory) | Hampshire Garden Trust Research (hgt.org.uk)
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Appendix 1
Fletchers Field Proposed Community Orchard Site and Design

Design and Maintenance of the Proposed Orchard
Six fruit-trees are proposed to be planted during winter 2021 in an area of amenity grassland
owned by Bramshott & Liphook Parish Council, adjacent to Fletchers Field. Each tree will be
protected from deer browsing, using stock-fencing. Three local heritage apples (such as Bramshott
Rectory, Beauty of Hants and Bendenden Early) are to be planted towards the centre of the
orchard, with plum trees (Marjories Seedling and Czar) in opposite corners and a single medlar tree.
If the orchard receives popular approval, by local residents, further fruit and orchard tree planting
nearby may be considered.
The meadow beneath the orchard is to be managed as a wildflower meadow, to include two
footpaths about 1.5m wide cut on a regular basis between the fruit trees, with the whole orchard
meadow cut during late summer (early-September), with the grass cuttings removed from the
orchard area. A 2-3m wayleave will be regularly maintained as short grass to ensure the meadow
does not fall onto and impede the adjacent footpaths during the growing season and to indicate a
maintained appearance. In year one the grass-sward will be allowed to grow, without planting or
seeding wildflower. If necessary, local-sourced plugs or seeds of native flowering meadow species
will be planted (e.g. yellow-rattle and oxeye-daisy).
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Appendix 2
The History of the Bramshott Rectory Apple and the 2021 story so far….
Back at the start of the first national lockdown in March 2020, Gareth and I were walking on
National Trust land at Swan Barn in Haslemere when we came across National Trust Ranger Dave
Elliott planting a Bramshott Rectory apple tree in memory of Hilary Adair who had recently died.
He told us that he had chosen this particular heritage variety of fruit tree because Hillary had grown
up in the Bramshott Rectory and was living there at the time the apple was first presented to the
National Fruit Collection in 1938 when her father was rector there.
When Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council contacted us about engaging with their residents
around the idea of a small community orchard at Fletchers Field we remembered this story and set
about verifying its details as to have a heritage fruit variety in the area is a rare and special thing
for a community orchard.
Through a little online research and useful resident feedback on Liphook Talkback we established
that the house now called Hailie on the Liphook Road little more than 200m from the proposed
orchard site, would have been known as the Bramshott Rectory in 1938. Facebook messages
confirmed that although the orchards attached to the house were sold off for development at the
start of this century there is still one original apple tree left in the garden. Speculation yet to be
proven is that this might be the original Bramshott Rectory apple tree. Unfortunately fruit yield
from this tree has been poor and we have been unable to obtain samples for identification.
However an email from a resident who used to work for the church mentions that a Bramshott
Rectory tree had been presented to the vicar of the new Bramshott Rectory at Saint Mary’s Church
Centre in about 20 years ago. The Church have confirmed that there are two apple trees in the
garden and we are invited to collect samples for ID.
National Trust Ranger Dave Elliott had passed on the contact details of Susan Berrisford, the
daughter of Hillary Adair and the granddaughter of Canon Berrisford. Susan confirms the story that
her mother Hilary Adair grew up at the Bramshott Rectory. There is a recording and a transcript of
Hillary speaking about her childhood at Bramshott Rectory held in the Liphook Heritage Centre.
Plans are to visit the Liphook Heritage Centre to listen to this recording and to peruse the files that
exist on the house that is now called Hailie.
Susan Berrisford thinks it is a lovely project, would like to be kept informed of its progress and
would love to come to the planting of the community orchard. She would be particularly happy to
see a Bramshott Rectory apple tree planted in memory of her beloved Grandfather Canon
Berrisford.
Claire Matthes
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Appendix 3 Event Poster
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Appendix 4
Event feedback
On Saturday 11th September 2021 Community Orchard Project South East held a Community
Orchard Info Pop-Up at Fletchers Field adjacent to the proposed orchard space. With Parish
Councillors on hand who could deal with residents’ practical issues and concerns, Claire and Alastair
of COPSE were able to listen to ideas and answer questions about how a community orchard might
work, and walk over the site with some interested residents to help interpret what the space might
look like.
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Concerns
• Parking
• Anti-social behaviour
• Overpicking of fruit harvest for individual use.
• The height of the fruit trees that may block out the light for the residents of the nearby
flats. (Trees used will be on a semi-dwarfing rootstock)
• The proposed circular bench for under the Maple tree was considered by some to have
potential to cause problems. Apparently there have been several incidents in which young
people walking through the grass area have swung from the lower branches of the tree. It is
felt that putting a bench there will make it too easy for them to do more of this.
Wider site issues
• Concerns around the unkempt appearance of the site boundary (brambles, overhanging
branches) and the broken low fence that filters the footpath.
Suggestions
• Apple, plum and medlar jellies and jams, and other fruit-related produce could be made and
recipes shared.
• Raised beds for growing of herbs, pollinator flowers and vegetables to increase both insect
life and provide further community food sources, along with informal skillsharing of
horticultural knowledge.
• Motion sensor lighting near the brick raised beds might discourage young people from
hanging out there after dark.
• Consider planting a pear tree as it blossoms earlier so will extend the blossom season.
• ‘If the area is better maintained it will encourage better behaviour - at the moment it looks
unkempt.’
• When the fruit is harvested there should be a concerted effort made to take it to those that
could not come and pick it for themselves.
• Trees need space – please do not plant too close together.
• ‘In a village that we have visited in Wales they have fruit and nut trees in single or small
clusters distributed across the village with maps available for people to follow an orchard
trail. This was both fun and educational.’ (COPSE found a similar orchard trail concept when
visiting the town of Totnes in Devon enjoying an active but leisurely autumn day hunting out
these fruit trees spread across modern housing estates, small pockets of green space,
allotments and church yards.)
• More benches would be appreciated and are needed.
• Residents who live in the nearby flats will have an attractive area to sit outside with visitors.

And finally, an overheard quote from a conversation between three residents:
‘It's a lovely idea after the year we've had - it is so nice that the parish council are thinking of doing
this for us.’
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Appendix 5
Social media interactions

Above report compiled by Sandra McHugh of TweetingByHand.
Facebook
10 posts (between 6th August and 12th September generated 118 Likes and 54 Comments.
Comments were largely supportive, many were enthusiastic and even those who expressed
concerns about parking, maintenance and anti-social behaviour also said they did however like the
proposal. A ‘Friends of Liphook Community Orchard’ Facebook page was drafted on 10th September
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the aim being to provide an online space for residents ‘to connect on ideas, queries, info, events etc
to do with the creation of a quiet orchard garden space on parish-owned land at Fletchers Field’.
This page is currently being followed by 10 people.

Talkback
A plea for information about the Bramshott Rectory generated 14 engaged and helpful comments
in a lively thread about where the Bramshott Rectory actually was in 1938 and speculation as to the
potential existence of the original Bramshott Rectory apple tree.
A separate thread generated by a Liphook resident about the space at Fletchers Field prompted
another resident to muse that an orchard might be nice there.
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Appendix 6 - Soil Evaluation
On 10/08/21 we carried out a Soil pH test from 3 samples taken from the proposed orchard space.
Results: pH6.25 – well within the suitable range for fruit tree planting.
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Appendix 7
List of Fruit Trees, the Borough Raised and Suppliers of Hampshire fruit varieties
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